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thorough PMCs, Sergeant.
You must have read master
sergeant half-Mast’s
cOmments about command
maintenance!

I did, Ma’Am.
Now I’m trying
to show the
way for my
mechanics!

PS is helping
by emphasizing
COMMAND
MAINTENANC
E
on Pages 51-60!
What comments? See our back cover!
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Spotlight

ll mechanics are the heart and soul of preventive maintenance. But there are a few who are
truly outstanding when it’s time to get the job done.
These are the mechanics who’d rather work than eat. Their heads are chock full of information about engines, communications, transmissions, electricity, hydraulics and fuel systems.
They use the right tools and repair parts to complete the job. They have a surgeon’s touch,
even in the freezing cold with bruised fingers while oil drips on their faces.
Just as important, they keep complete and accurate maintenance records. And they can
navigate a TM like they were born to do it.
These Soldiers have set high standards and hold themselves accountable every hour of
every day. They keep your equipment operating despite obstacles that would stop anyone with
less dedication.
So the next time you spot this type of mechanic in your motor pool, count yourself fortunate.
Give ‘em a hearty handshake and thank them for keeping your equipment up and running.
Even better, officially recognize them with the Driver and Mechanic Badge. You’ll find
guidance for that award in Para 8-31 of AR 600-8-22, Military Awards (Dec 06, w/Ch 2, Jun 13).
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CoMBAT VEHICLES

M1200 Armored Knight…

y’know, You
might want to
disconnect
my hull and
MEP auxiliary
batteries first.

Time to get
started. I
gotta lot of
work to do!

icles on:
Combat vehKnicleighartt bat
teries
d
• M1200 Armore
pads
and
es
sho
ck
tra
g
erin
Ord
•
• M1-tank V-packs
trans housing
• Bradley/MLRS aluminum
• M777A2 hoist rings
um road wheels
• M113 steel and alumin

Unless
you’re
lookin’
to get
shocked,
that is.

M

echanics, keep this important
Don’t forget to disconnect MEP auxiliary batteries
safety tip in mind before you do
any electrical work on the M1200
Armored Knight: Always disconnect
and remove the negative (-) cables
from the vehicle’s main battery pack
and the mission equipment package
(MEP) auxiliary battery pack.
Both battery packs are connected to
the vehicle hull’s power distribution
unit (PDU). The PDU has two
settings: TAC mode for tactical
mission activities and TRN mode for
training operations.
If the PDU is in TRN mode, relays
that connect the MEP battery pack to the hull’s electrical system through the HPDU can
allow the vehicle to start. In a nutshell, that means you could receive a nasty shock that
could seriously injure or even kill you! Not to mention the vehicle could wind up with
an electrical short that results in component damage.
Take a look at WP 0559 of TM 9-2320-307-23-4. It tells how to properly disconnect
the hull’s negative battery cables. Steps 1 and 2 of WP 0154 in TM 9-2350-380-13
show how to disconnect the MEP batteries’ negative battery cables.
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Combat Vehicles…

Track
Replacement
Made Simple

Replacing a
track assembly is
expensive and time
consuming.
That’s why you
should never
replace the
entire assembly if
you can help it.

When it’s time for track maintenance, make
this your mantra:
• Never order a track shoe if a track pad will do.
• Never order a track assembly if a track shoe will do.
Replacing just the track shoes or
ordering track pad kits as needed not only
saves your unit money, it also saves you the
time and effort of replacing an entire track
assembly.

Track Shoe

01-295-3112 $32.19

M113series
FOV

T150 (1 shoe) 01-496-4444 $320

1 pad + 01-496-8858 $16.10
hardware

1 pad +
hardware

01-440-7615 $11.32

AVLB
(M60
chassis)

T142 (1 shoe) 00-150-5897 $903

1 pad + 00-150-5895 $44.36
hardware

01-587-6141 $502

2 pads +
hardware

01-598-1727 $39.78

M88series
recovery
vehicle

T107 (1 shoe) 00-692-9316 $516

00-078-2908 $202

1 pad +
hardware

01-130-3366 $10.11

M109A6
Paladin/
M992A2
Ammo
Carrier

T154 (1 shoe) 01-346-9233 $322
T154M 01-630-9199 $381

Track Shoe

NSN 2530-

Cost

M1-Series
Tank

T158LL (1 shoe)

01-435-5175 $778

2 pads +
hardware

Bradley/
MLRS

T157i (1 shoe)

01-442-9686 $288

Bradley/
MLRS

T161 (1 shoe)

M113series
FOV

T130 (1 shoe)

4

Pad Kit

NSN 2530-

Cost

MAR 15

NSN 2530-

Cost

Pad Kit

Use the
chart
below
to find
the NSNs
for your
vehicle’s
track
shoes and
pad kits.

Vehicle

Vehicle

PS 748

if only
a few
sections
or some
rubber pads
are worn or
damaged,
replace
them
instead.

NSN 2530-

N/A N/A

Cost

N/A

T154* 01-353-7500 $21.89
T154M* 01-629-7612 $25.97

*1 pad +
hardware
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M1-Series
Tanks…

Inspect V-Packs for Damage

you
lOok
Good
to
mE!

that’s
goOd to
know!

But I’d feEl
bEttEr if yOu
foLlowed
the TM!

M2/M3-Series Bradley/MLRS…

Protect Aluminum Transmission Housings
Whoa!
whacha
planNin’
to Do
WitH aLl
thAt?

Mechanics, a little extra time when doing semiannual services on the M1-series
tank’s pulse jet system (PJS) will keep those V-pack air filters doing their job.
Look closely for measurable
Check
tears, breaks or holes in the
for tears,
filter element’s fibers. Then
breaks
look for any damage to the
or holes
element’s bead that would
in filter
prevent a snug fit between the
element’s
element and the air box seal.
fibers
Check element’s bead for
damage that prevents tight seal
Replace
any bad
filters
right away
becaUse
they make
the tank
NMC.

I’m Gonna
spruce up
yer transmission
housing.

c

Oh, NO you Don’t!
that stuff’s just
gonna damage it!

The coating is clear so you might
not notice it. Without it, the aluminum
housing is damaged and soon has to be
replaced. That costs your unit a lot of
time and money.
Do yourself and your vehicle a
favor by keeping wire brushes and
harsh cleaning solutions away from the
transmission housing.

rewmen, you might be tempted to use
a wire brush or a strong commercial
cleaner to clean the aluminum
transmission housing on your Bradley or
MLRS vehicle.
Resist that temptation!
Bradley and MLRS transmission
housings have a clear anodized coating
that protects the aluminum from water
and air pollutants.

Wire brushes and chemicals damage
aluminum surface of housing

Clear anodized housing protects
transmission housing from damage

You’ll find the full scoop on checking the
V-packs in the semiannual PMCS tables of TM
9-2350-264-23-1-3 (Item 27, WP 0511-46) and
TM 9-2350-388-23-1-2 (Item 27, WP 0254-46).
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M113-Series FOV…

M777A2 Towed Howitzers…

Which

Inspect
Hoist Ring
Assemblies

How are we s’posed to know if
our vehicle’s roadwheels are
steel or aluminum?

This
should
tell us!

Metal’s
Got the

Right
Mettle?

crewmen, inspect the lift points on your M777A2s

right away. If either the left rear or right rear hoist
ring assembly, NSN 3940-99-839-8969, has an old-style
circlip with tabs, or the circlip is mising or damaged,
don’t use the lift points until the circlip is replaced.
Dear Half-Mast,
We have several M113-series vehicles in our unit that have both steel and
aluminum roadwheels. My maintenance inspector deadlined all vehicles that
have steel and aluminum roadwheels on the same road arm.
I’ve looked high and low in the TMs, but can’t find anything that supports
what he’s saying. What’s the scoop?
SGT K.B.

Hoist ring assemblies with old-style
circlip must be replaced

A missing, damaged or improperly installed circlip
can cause your hoist ring assembly to fail while being
lifted. That’ll cause serious damage to the howitzer
and would make the Howitzer unstable during flight.
You’ll find a hotlink for instructions on inspecting
the hoist rings and getting replacement circlips in
TACOM ground precautionary action message 14-017.
Access the message on the TACOM-Unique Logistics
Support Applications (TULSA) website at:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/
Safety/message.cfm?id=GPA14-017.html
You’ll need your CAC and first-time users must first
request access.
Questions? Contact Jonathan King at (973)
724-7657 or e-mail: jonathan.d.king42.civ@mail.mil

PS 748
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yikes!
sure is a
long way
down!
I’m glad
I told ‘em
abou the
GPM on
circlips!
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Dear Sergeant,
Your inspector is right. Mixing steel and aluminum roadwheels on the same
road arm causes uneven wear that wears out the roadwheels before their time.
You can mix steel and aluminum roadwheels on the same vehicle, just make
sure you have two of the same type on each road arm.
It’s easy to tell what type
Aluminum wheels have rivets
of roadwheel you have.
Aluminum roadwheels have
18 small rivets equally spaced
around the rim. There are no
rivets on steel roadwheels.
If you want to be absolutely
sure, use a magnet. The magnet
will cling to a steel roadwheel,
but not to an aluminum one.
Only steel roadwheels are still available in the supply system.
If a new roadwheel is needed, order it with NSN 2530-01-139-3748.
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tactical vehicles
Articles include:

• M1087A1
expansion tips
• M1148A1P2
LHS stop bars
• Vehicle leak
lessons
• M-Gator starter
wires
• M978 HEMTT
ladders

M1087A1 Expansible Van…

Open

Doors

First
want to
make it
easY to
expanD oR
COMPREsS
your van?
open the
siDe DoOrs

First!
Dear Editor,
The M1087A1 van can be extended or compressed. But when units get
ready to do the procedure spelled out in WP 0043 06 in TM 9-2320392-10-2, they need to first make sure the left- and right-hand side doors
are opened.

Open both
doors before
expanding or
compressing
van
If the doors are left closed,
the floor panels can snag the
retainer nuts on the door handles.
That damages the triangular floor
bracket assemblies and rollers.
Then you can no longer expand or
compress the van.
The fix has long been to trim
the floors. But just opening the
doors makes that unnecessary.

Editor’s note: Excellent tip, Mr.
Palmer. This will be included in the
next change to TM 9-2320-392-10-2.
Here is one more tip: Before
compressing the van sides, make sure
the front and rear floor panel covers
are raised from the floor tracks. That
protects the covers from damage.

James Palmer
TACOM ARFORGEN Field
Integrator
JBLM, WA
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M1148A1P2
LHS FMTV…
c’moN!
what’re yOu
waitin’ for?

stop bent STop
you want me to
lift that now?
can’t you guys
see my stop bar
is bent?

Dear Editor,
We’ve discovered a problem
with the M1148A1P2 load
handling system (LHS) that
units need to be on the
lookout for: The stop bar for
the right wheel roller bends
out of position. If you try to
lift a CONEX with a bent stop
bar, the CONEX could slide to
the left and maybe even slide
completely off.
Before lifting with the
M1148A1P2, check to see if
either stop bar for the wheel
rollers is bent. It’s also a
good idea to look for cracks
in the welds.
If you spot any problems,
report ‘em. Don’t lift any
CONEXs until the stop bar is
fixed or replaced.

hey, the FMTV’s right!
there’s something
back here you Need
tO loOk at!

whoa! wouldja look
at that! We gotta fix
that pronto!

Editor’s note: Thanks for the warning, Sergeant Day.
TACOM did a study of this problem and offers these solutions:

Check for bent wheel roller stop bar…

…and cracked welds

SFC Edward Day
G4 Maintenance
Ft Polk, LA

PS 748
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• Before loading, clean the roller beds
of any debris, particularly rocks.
• Use ground guides during loading
to ensure that the containers or
flatracks aren’t dragged.
• Pay attention to the loading
cautions in TM 9-2320-392-10-2,
especially making sure the guide
roller bed on each side of the truck
is outside of the bottom of the
container.
• Keep the proximity sensors and
sensing plates clean and free of
paint. If they’re dirty, the M1148
won’t operate in the automatic
mode.
• Carefully do all the PMCS called out
in the -10, particularly lubrication
and cleaning of the truck and roller
beds.
• Do not drag the containers or
flatracks. They should be picked up
as close to the LHS as possible.

Remove loose debris
from roller beds

Dragging
containers
picks up
rocks and
other
debris

Click here for a copy of this article to save or email.
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Tactical Vehicles…

sometimes
little things
can make a

lessons
on leaks

big

And that’s especially
true for little leaks
that can possibly
cause big problems!

difference!

if the TM states that a Class III leak
makes the vehicle NMC if found during Before
Operations PMCS, the vehicle is probably NMC
as soon as you find it during operations.

Drivers can perform great Before Operations PMCS, but
equipment doesn’t usually break down in the motor pool.
it often happens in inconvenient places at inconvenient
times. That’s why During Operations PMCS is so critical.

imagine
this…

You carefully did your
Before Operations PMCS. The
drip pans were clean and
dry and you didn’t notice any
staining or seepage. Your
vehicle was good to go, so
you went on your way.

Now your vehicle has a Class III leak!
it doesn’t matter much whether it’s a
radiator hose on a HMMWV, a hydraulic
leak on a SEE, or an oil leak from the
front seal of a HEMTT.

You
have a
decision
to
make!

Can you
the
continue
mission?

?

??

make
Can you
the
it back to ol?
motor po

This can be a real world
problem. But fortunately there
are real world solutions.

Must
you stop
where
you are?

the right
approach to
your situation
is a Risk

assessment.

Second, what is the risk of continued operation

to the crew and passengers?

OK,
imagination
time’s over.

Start by determining
the extent of the
leak.

A fuel or oil leak in the engine compartment of most
vehicles could lead to fire or explosion.

Third, what is the risk of losing the vehicle to
catastrophic failure if you continue operation?

so what
do you do?

Any time a drip forms
enough to drop off
your vehicle you have
a Class III leak,
a condition that
makes most vehicles
Non Mission Capable.
Of course, if your
vehicle’s leak is
more like a stream
of fluid, component
failure could be
just moments away.

First, what is your environment?
Your decision may be different in a combat area than if
you are at home station on a training range.

Fourth, what is the risk to the environment?
Fifth, if people are injured, equipment is
damaged, or the environment is harmed due to
your decision to continue operations, could
criminal or civil charges be made against you?
Could an investigation find you at fault and
hold you financially responsible?

MAR 15
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Risk
assessment

M-Gator…

Soldiers may make assessments, but
leaders must make critical safety decisions.

is about

protecting
Soldiers and
equipment.
Here
are some
suggestions
on how you
should react
to Class III
leaks found
during
operations.

Soldiers who are well trained take better
care of their equipment and are better able
to assess and avoid hazards.

1. Contain the leak with a drip pan or other field expedient method.
2. Check the fluid level.
3. Notify the senior on-site member of your unit and explain the
nature of the leak. If not in combat operations, place the vehicle
in NMC status and cease operations.
4. Whenever you find a leak, find out where it’s coming from. You
might be able to stop the leak simply by tightening a clamp, plug
or screw. So for leaks due to loose fittings, carefully tighten the
fittings and reassess.
Tightening
screws
could stop
some leaks

If leaks are due to small, pin-sized holes, temporarily patch
them if you can without creating a fire or burn hazard. Larger
holes and blown seals may make operation impossible.
5. If the drip is slow and fluid levels still measure high, return to the
motor pool at slow speeds with frequent stops to check the leak
and fluid levels. If you see an obvious drop in fluid levels, cease
operations, shut down your vehicle and wait for a tow.

Record the fault on
the vehicle’s DA Form
5988-E PMCS sheet.
it’s best to report
Class III leaks directly
to the motor sergeant
so he knows about it as
soon as possible.
The 5988-E also needs
to be turned in to the
SAMS/GCSS-Army clerk
so the status can be
entered in the system.

thanks
for the
advice,
bOnNie!

Starter
Wire
alert!

{sniFf
SnifF}
hey, you
smeLl
something
burning!?

Yeah! in just
a few minutes
my starter
wire will be
well-done!

Dear Editor,
When an electrical wire gets too close to a heat source, you’ve got
a melted mess waiting to happen. And that’s exactly what we’ve noticed
happening to the starter wire on some M-Gators.
The positive (+) wire running from
the battery to the starter is often
If starter wire gets too close
routed too close to the vehicle’s
to manifold, it melts!
engine exhaust manifold. When the
manifold heats up, look out wire!
Take a close look at the wire’s
insulation. If heat damage is spotted,
it means the wire eventually will melt
and short out. Then the M-Gator
won’t start!
We’ve fixed the problem by loosening
the mounting bolt and turning the wire
up to reposition it away from the
manifold. Make sure you retighten the
mounting bolt.
Then we use a tie-strap
Loosen bolt
to secure the center of the
to turn starter
starter wire to the engine’s
wire up…
lifting eye. That keeps the
wire away from the manifold
and out of danger.
Alex House
Logistics Readiness
Center
Ft Dix, NJ

Editor’s note: That’s a
great fix to a hot problem!
Thanks for the info, Alex.

PS 748

…and secure wire to
lifting eye with wire strap
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M978-Series HEMTT…

Take Your Ladder Seriously
sighhhh
I’m tired
of being
taken for
granted!
All day
long,
Soldiers
climb up
and down
…up and
down.

What’s
gotcha
down,
pal?

But no one
ever gets
to know the
real me!

But…but
you’re just
a ladder!
Climbing is
what you’re
s’posed to be
used for.

See? That’s what
I mean. I’m just a
means to an end. A
way to get from point
A to point B. Nobody
really cares about
taking care of me.

I need
maintenance
just like
the HEMTT
tanker I’m
attached
to!

OK, OK! I’m
listening now.

dangerous!

Shows what
you know.
take a loOk
right here.

These
are some
serious
pinch
points!

Pinching?
Really?
Doesn’t
sound
all that
dangerous
to me.

Item

NSN

Wire lanyard
Clevis pin
Ladder clip

4010-01-162-9825
5315-01-197-0608
5340-01-155-3590

PS 748

So what
do I do
if they’re
missing or
damaged?

Wire lanyards
Retaining clip

Clevis pin

And don’t forget my wire lanyards.
if their strands are starting to
fray, the pin and clip won’t hang
around for long.

it’s usually best to
replace ‘em. You can order
new ones with these NSNs...

Dangerous?
You’re just
a ladder.
The only
way you
could be
dangerous
is if I fell
off you!

ugh!
oOf!

That flopping
causes damage
that makes me
a lot more
dangerous during
the next climb.

During
weekly
PMCS,
take a
look at
my clevis
pin. is it
rusty or
bent?
is my
retaining
clip in
good
shape?

Refold ladder
when finished. Got
it. Any more tips?

BANG! G!
CLAN

Leave me
unfolded while
the truck’s
moving and I will
flop around all
over the place!

OK.
Makes
sense.
What
else?

You bet. You
won’t be able to
refold me safely
unless my retention
hardware is there
and in good shape.

Finally! The
first thing
you should
know is that
I can be real

Well, some
Soldiers forget
to fold me back
up when they’re
finished climbing.

Take it FroM me! Soldiers
have been known to lose
fingers in my hinges! Just
keep your hands away from
‘em when unfolding me.

hey,
that’s
Good
stuFF!

Thanks.
‘Course,
it’s only
good if
Soldiers
like you
put it to
use.

Don’t
woRry.
I’lL
pasS
thE
woRd!

Ahh! it’s sure
nice to be
appreciated!
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aviation

Last month,
I covered the
first six Aviation
Dirty Dozen.

Last month, I discussed six major
maintenance situations that aviation
mechanics must face and overcome. Now it’s
time to talk abOut the second half of…

L earn more
what affects about
avia
maintenance tion
!

Aviation’s P2art
Dirty Dozen
…saw a
guy using
the wrong
tool just
the other
day…

now, let’s finish the
job with the last Six
so the dirty dozen
doesn’t ground you!

….Yeah, I
know. it’s
tough to do
a good job
when you’re
tired…

{urrpp} man,
I wish I’d
passed on
that chicken
burrito!

OK, class. Take your seats.
Sergeant Blade has a lot
more to discuss with you.

number 7 is also related
to safety! Work areas can
be dangerous places,
especially if you’re not
paying attention.

#7 Inattention
what
happened
to You?

I didn’t notice that warning sign
and I wandered in front of a laser
during operational checks.

Whether
in a hangar
or on an
aircraft,
a lack of
awareness
can get you
hurt or

killed.

PS 748
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#9 Following the Crowd

#8 Pressure
Private Jensen,
I want that tail
rotor checked
out yesterday!

But I still gotta check
the fire extinguishers
on that Chinook. And
Sergeant Martin wants
me to order those
aircraft covers…

No matter what the op-tempo is in the
field or in the hangar, too much pressure
leads to shoddy maintenance.

caN Anyone
here tell
me what a
“lemming” is?

You do it that way
because that’s the
way it has always
been done!

You bet,
Sergeant! I’ll
do it just like
you say.

Always ask for the help
you need to get a job done
during crunch time.

#9

# 9 FOLLOWING THE CRO
Just because
everyone else
does a maintenance
task the same way
doesn’t make it the
right way!

it’s someone who
says or does only
what he’s told.

Wait a minute.
That’s not how
the TM says to
do it!

Always follow
safety procedures
and the shop
practices in your
General Aircraft
TMs.

They Blindly
fOlLow oThers.
Maintenance areas can be
chaotic places. it’s up to
you as good mechanics to
bring order to the chaos.

You do that
by avoiding
#10 of the
Dirty Dozen...

You’re both
right! And
Soldiers
like that are
card-carrying
members of
#9 in the Dirty
Dozen.

PS 748
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#11 Lack of Communication

#10 Poor Planning
Sergeant Williams, I’ve got six
guys in training Thursday. I guess
we’ll need to double up the shifts
to get those aircraft ready.

I NEed thoSe Six guys! How
long have you known about
that training? it’s really
going to put us in a bind.

Hey, Johnson. I
just got called to a
meeting. Can you finish
filling the oil tanks
on this rotor head?

Sure. No
problem.

it’s hard to complete a
task When there’s not Enough
people, equipment, time and
parts. advance planning is
vital. Without it, maintenance
doesn’t get done.

Hmmm…Maybe I
shoulda’ asked
how much oil he’s
already put in.

Of course, you can’t plan
ahead if people don’t talk
to one another. That’s why
#11 of the Dirty Dozen is...

When shifting tasks to
another mechanic, it’s
essential you communicate
critical information about
what’s already been done…
…and what
still Needs
to be done.

PS 748
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Hike the PM Mountain

#12 Stress
Man, all this
hard work
is stressing
me out! I’m
worried that
the quality
of my work
is slipping.

Hey, I’ve been
there. Let’s
sit down and
talk about it.

We’re
heading to

PM Mountain
to see the
all-knowing
Maharaja
Half-Mast!

#8
#9
#10
#11
#12

When mental or
physical stress
starts affecting you
or your work, take
action to solve the
problem.

Pressure
Following the Crowd
Poor Planning
Lack of Communicatio
Stress

Talk to a buddy or
a counselor. You’ll
be glad you did.

Cool, dude. I’ve heard
that lots of operators,
drivers and mechanics have
sought his wisdom about
preventive maintenance!

Can you
Believe it!?
Great
class,
sergeant!

yeaH,
thanks
a lOt!

You’ve all got
bright FUtures
ahead as aviation
mechanics. So…

…don’t
let the
Dirty
Dozen
ground

you!

PS 748
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I wonder what
the Maharaja has
in store for us?

er
sputt spu
t
tt
u
sp
utter
sp
t
tt
spu
what’s
going on?

let’s go!
if we
wanna
make it
before
dark,
We’re
going
to have
to make
our own
luck!

I

t was an
arduous
journey. The
wind began
to blow…

…and the
elements
seemed
determined
to block
their way.

are you
running
outta fuel?

er
sputt er
sputtt
tt
spu
sputtt
no way!
sputtt
I filled
up before
we left!
I Don’t know…
seems like we’re
losing power!

Looks like
we’ll be
hiking the
rest of
the way.

Yeah. Well, grab
your gear. if
we’re lucky, we
can get there
before dark.

ter
put
s
ttt
spu ttt
t—*
spu
sputt
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whoa!

next
T he
morning…

get up
and
Let’s
go find
the
maharaja.

Hey,
c’mon!

I hope he doesn’t expect
us to do that for PT!

whoa!

who
comes?

Your allknowing
wisdom about
preventive
maintenance!

Maharaja HalfMast, we have come
many miles over
difficult terrain
to see you.

Then
you have
come to
the right
place.

And
what is it
that you
seek?

But for now,
rest from your
journey. We will
begin our talk in
the morning.

Plato’s theory of
“Forms” asserts that
non-material abstract,
but substantial, form,
and not the material
world of change
known to us through
sensation, possesses
the highest and most
fundamental form of
reality.

what did
he just
say?

HuH?

31
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Never mind. I
just wanted
to see if you
were paying
attention!
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I’ve been looking
at this DA Form
2404 that was
sitting on the floor
of your vehicle.

The DA Form
2404, Equipment
inspection and
Maintenance
Worksheet, is the

DA Form
2404,

Uh, well...
he was a
little busy
at the time.

OK, you two. Listen up! This form is
like a trail of bread-crumbs that your
mechanic can use to isolate faults and
fix your vehicle. But if you don’t do
your part, he can’t do his.

I think
we’re about
to get an
earful!

Now close your eyes, cross
your legs and listen up.
Maharaja Half-Mast is about
to lay some wisdom on you.

eyes and ears
of your vehicle.

Equipment
inspection
and
Maintenance
Worksheet

Err...we were gonna
fill out the form
before we left the
motor pool.

What little is
written on this
form isn’t telling
me much. And it
hasn’t been dated
and signed by
your supervisor!

How did he
get that?!!

Uhoh!

This form tells
when your vehicle
was inspected,
its operational
status, any
problems it has,
and corrective
action that needs
to be taken to fix
those problems.

That’s
right!

Umm...I couldn’t
find a pencil?

GULP!

Why is it
important to
write down
the smallest
problem on
this form?

Yeah,
that’s it!

sure, of course!

I’m not
finished!

Whatever you
say, Maharaja!

Because it
gives your
mechanic
a head
start on
fixing those
problems.

Going to? OK,
what happened?

PS 748
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And when those
small problems
get fixed, it keeps
them from becoming
big problems.

SmaLL ArmS

whoa!

That prevents
vehicle downtime
caused by unexpected
major repairs…
…the heart
of preventive
maintenance!

Ah… I
think we
understand
at last.
Thank you
for sharing
the wisdom
of PM with
us, Maharaja
Half-Mast!

I hope ps
has some good
info this month
on cleaning
weapons.

This section has artic
• M14 sniper rifle loa les on:
ns
• Choice of Storm ba
tteries
• Improved 5.56 ro
und to
CONUS
• Turning in old sh
ot
• Ammo trucks an guns
d fire
extinguishers
• JCAD shelf life sh
elved

I’m
gOnNa
need it.

send
the next
two on
up!

I think it’s
time we head
back down
the mountain.
We have a DA
Form 2404 to
fill out!

How did it
go? Were
you able to
talk with the
Maharaja
Half-Mast?

PS 748
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Ahh…
it’s good
to be the
Maharaja
Half-Mast!

Yes. We’ve
received the
wisdom of PM
Mountain. Now
Maharaja HalfMast is waiting
for you!
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WHAT TO
DO WITH

SNIPER
RIFLES

if your unit
fires sniper
rifles, you
need to read
this new info
on how to
handle them.

When turning in weapons, you’ll need to ship them to Anniston Army Depot.
Return them in the cases they came in and include all their BII and COEI. A complete
list of the BII and COEI can be found in the weapon’s -10 TM. Fill out a shortage
annex for missing items and pack it inside the weapon’s case.
For any shipping/receiving questions, contact Anniston Army Depot at:
DistAnnistonWeaponsSerialization@dla.mil
Questions? Contact the sniper rifle item manager, David Tipp, at DSN
786-1330, (586) 282-1330, or email: david.l.tipp2.civ@mail.mil
Questions can also be directed to equipment specialists Eugene Meade, DSN 7861253, (586) 282-1253, email: eugene.v.meade2.civ@mail.mil or Michael Price,
DSN 786-1252, (586) 282-1252, email: michael.b.price.civ@mail.mil
M240-Series
Machine Guns…

FMC = Two Barrels
hold on!

Yeah,
same goes
for me!

I can’t go to the
range with just
one barrel! you
need to take my
spare, too!

Eyes on the target, snipers! The Army has changed how units should handle turn-in

and exchange of sniper rifles.
If you have the M24 sniper weapon system, NSN 1005-01-240-2136, turn it in. The
Army no longer supports it.
The M14 enhanced battle rifle, material control number (MCN) 1005-01-D170487, is issued only through the Army Loan Program. If you can’t turn in an M14
EBR before the loan expires, it’s your responsibility to coordinate with the program’s
POC for an extension. The POC is listed in the M14’s loan agreement. Contact the
Loan Program’s team when turning in the weapon so the loan can be properly cleared.
These sniper rifles will no longer be repaired at depot:
• M107, NSN 1005-01-469-2133
• M110, NSN 1005-01-534-2841
• M2010, NSN 1005-01-588-2913

If they can’t be repaired at unit level, they can be exchanged for new rifles, including
all BII and COEI.
When a weapon is deadlined, send a copy of the DA Form 2404 to the item manager.
The 2404 should list all deficiencies and required repairs. TACOM then decides if the
weapon can be repaired locally or if it should be replaced. If it’s to be replaced, the
item manager will provide turn-in instructions.

748 36-37.indd 1-2

Dear Editor,
Typos in WP 38 00-6 in TM 9-1005-313-10 (Nov 02) left out the 1 in
the QTY RQD column for the spare barrels for the M240, M240C, M240D
and M240N machine guns. This has caused some confusion for units.
All M240 models require not only one working barrel, but also a working
spare barrel to be considered fully mission capable (FMC). That’s because
firing and firing through the same barrel eventually warps and ruins the barrel.
You should change the barrel every 10 minutes during sustained fire (100
rounds per minute) and every two minutes during rapid fire (200 rounds
per minute).
Andrew Guilliams
TACOM Armament LAR
Vilseck, Germany

PS 748

Editor’s note: This is also true for the M249
machine gun. The M249 barrel should be changed
every 200 rounds both for sustained fire and rapid
fire. Thanks for reminding us, Andrew.
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GoOd news!
We cAn work
together
now…
…as long
as we get
the riGHT
kit!

M240L Can
Be Mounted on
HMMWVs

AN/PSQ-23/23A STORM…

Use the Right Battery
I’ve got a new battery for you,
buddy! let’s get you set up!

U

nits are now authorized to
mount the M240L machine gun on
M1151A1 and M1114 HMMWVs.
To mount it on the M1151A1,
you’ll need the objective gunner
protection kit, NSN 2540-01-5585467.
For the M1114, use the
objective gunner protection kit,
NSN 2540-01-543-8325.

sorry my good man, but I’m very
particular about my batteries. I
use only 123A lithiums. Please take
that thing away.

Where Do I Get Arms Room Locks?
Dear Half-Mast,
What locks meet the security requirements for the arms room? I know you
can’t just use any locks.
SSG G.M.

Dear Sergeant,
Good question! The weapons racks need approved low-security padlocks.
NSN 5340-00-158-3805 brings a padlock that will work with most weapons
racks. The exception is the MK 19 rack, which needs a padlock with
a longer shackle. NSN 5340-01-408-8434 gets what you need.
The door to the arms room vault requires a high-security
padlock. Go to the Department of Defense Lock Program website
for a list of all available low- security and high-security padlocks:
https://www.troopsupport.dla.mil/hardware/Locks/
Standard
low-security
padlock
works for
most racks

MK 19
rack needs
padlock
with longer
shackle
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T

here are no substitutions when it comes
to the AN/PSQ-23/23A small tactical
optical rifle mounted (STORM) battery.
Use only the 3V 123A-style lithium
battery, NSN 6135-01-351-1131.
If you sub something like the BA5372/U 6VDC battery, you can severely
damage the STORM or cause complete
circuitry failure. Even worse, the wrong
batteries could lead to a fire or explosion!
Never store or ship STORMs with the
batteries installed. The batteries can leak
Use only 3V 123A lithium batteries
and damage the STORM.
Make sure you have plenty of spare 123A batteries on hand. Your STORM won’t
be much good if it has no power.
For more on STORM battery installation, usage and operation, see TM 9-58551913-13&P and TM 9-5855-1920-13&P. For even more battery info, see TB 430134, Batteries, Disposition and Disposal.
If you have any STORM questions, contact Dennis Timmons at (586) 282-1643
or email: dennis.c.timmons.civ@mail.mil

PS 748
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Ammunition…

Improved
5.56mm Round
Coming to
CONUS

M855A1 rounds are available in these configurations…

The M855A1 enhanced
performance round has
been used in theater
operations since 2010.
Now it’s coming to CONUS
training locations!

• The penetrator tip may rotate and there is a distinct gap
between the bullet jacket and the penetrator. But this doesn’t
affect the M855A1’s performance in any way.
• White or gray corrosion that looks like a thin layer of dust can
appear when the ammo is exposed to certain environmental
conditions. This has no effect on the M855A1 rounds. If you
see rust, though, report it up your chain of command.
• When zeroing with M855A1 rounds, follow the 5m-offset
procedures for zeroing weapons, ammunition and optics
prescribed in Section 5-1 of FM 3-22.9, Rifle Marksmanship
M16-/M4-Series Weapons.
• Do not use M855A1 rounds in close quarter battle shoot houses.
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NSN 1305-

AB56

01-559-3332

AB57

01-559-3333

AB58

01-559-3335

AB73

01-596-4478

AB77

01-598-0155

TURN IN OLD SHOTGUNS
if you have any
shotguns other
than us, Turn
them in!

The M855A1 performs
better than all other
5.56mm cartridges as a
general purpose round
and has these advantages
over the M855…

But there are a few things Soldiers need to remember
about the M855A1:

DODIC

M855A1 ammo gives you an advantage on the battlefield, but ammo is only as good as your marksmanship.

it’s replacing
the M855,
which has been
used for over
30 years.

• Dramatically improves hard target performance at longer
distances.
• Consistently takes down soft targets.
• Is superior to legacy 7.62mm ball rounds against soft targets.
• Improves accuracy and effectiveness at extended ranges.

Nomenclature
5.56mm ball M855A1, linked
5.56mm ball M855A1,
clipped with bandoleer
5.56mm ball M855A1,
clipped, commercial pack
4 ball M855A1/1TR M856A1, linked
5.56mm ball M855A1,
clipped bulk pack without bandoleer

we’re
the only
shotguns
the army
supPorts.

M855A1 round
may have gap under
its penetrator
Penetrator

The Army supports only two shotguns:
Gap

Jacket

• M26 modular accessory shotgun system,
NSN 1005-01-535-3487 (LIN S40541)
• M500 shotgun,
NSN 1005-01-295-1832 (LIN T39223)

Questions? Contact TACOM’s Engel
Arias at DSN 786-1547, (586) 2821547, or email:  
engels.d.arias.civ@mail.mil
Or Justin Voneye, DSN 786-1265,
(586) 282-1265, or email:
justin.w.voneye.civ@mail.mil
Or Rich Roscoe, DSN 786-1276,
(586) 282-1276, or email:
richard.j.roscoe.civ@mail.mil

If you have the following shotguns,
turn them in and order either the M26
or M500:
•
•
•
•

M1200, NSN 1005-00-921-5483
M590, NSN 1005-01-251-8578
M870, NSN 1005-00-973-5645
M550A1, NSN 1005-01-371-4462
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Safety…

Ammo and Explosives
Baffler
OK, we’re
ready to make
an ammo run!
who’s with us?

C’mon,
budDy!
that’s
US!!

I’m beat.
You go ahead.
I’ll hang out
here.

Helpful Suggestions for ASAs

If you work for an Army-operated ammunition supply activity (ASA), make sure
the customers you support, especially sister services, are aware of fire extinguisher
requirements for transporting Army ammunition or explosives.
One way to reduce confusion is to give an external SOP to customers. The SOP can
outline operations and procedures for requesting, receiving and returning ammunition
and residue, in accordance with AR 710-2, Supply Policy Below the National Level.
		 It’s also a good idea to keep a few spare fire extinguishers at the ASA to loan
to units that do not have the correct number or type of fire extinguishers needed to
transport ammunition or explosives. The borrowing unit can return the spares once its
mission is done.
M4 JCAD…
goOd news,
readers!

you can stop worrying about
expiration dates for my sieve
pack and confidence sample.

Nope. We
march in step
with AR 385-10
around here.
it’s a team
job…or we
don’t rolL!

H!
CRAS

here’s a burning question from the field: How many fire extinguishers are required in

a vehicle when transporting Army ammunition or explosives? The answer depends on
whether the vehicle is owned by the government or a commercial company.
All Army vehicles must be equipped with at least two Class 2-A 10BC or equivalent
fire extinguishers. You’ll find this rule in Para 14-4.c. in AR 385-10, The Army Safety
Program (Nov 13). Download the pub at:
http://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/r385_10.pdf
However, the Army cannot mandate that commercial trucks meet AR 38510 standards. Instead, commercial vehicles are regulated by the Code of Federal
Regulations Title 49 and DA Pam 385-64, Ammunition and Explosives Safety
Standards. When transporting Army ammunition or explosives, they must have at
least one 10BC fire extinguisher. Para 20-8.d. of DA Pam 385-64 nails this down.
Download the pub at: http://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/p385_64.pdf

PS 748
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Dear Editor,
As part of my work with the JBLM command maintenance training team, I
evaluate CBRN rooms. I’ve found that many CBRN specialists don’t realize
the shelf life requirements for the M4 joint chemical agent detector (JCAD)
sieve pack assembly, NSN 6665-01-555-6120, and confidence sample,
NSN 6665-01-555-6126, have been eliminated.
In other words, the expiration dates for the sieve pack and confidence
sample can be ignored. CBRN specialists should mark through the expiration
dates on the packages for the sieve pack and confidence sample to prevent
confusion in the future.
For more information, see TACOM supply advisory message (SAM) 13-667
and 14-704:

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/SAFETY/message.cfm?id=SAM13-667.html
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/safety/message.cfm?id=SAM14-704.html
David Whitmire
COMET
JBLM, WA

Editor’s note: Thanks for alerting
us, David. We’ll help get the word out.
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AN/UDR-13 Radiacmeters…

Weed Out
Beepers!

CAISI
2.0

transitions to
sustainment

I’m so
embarrassed.
I just can’t
stop beeping.
that’s Ok.
we’ll turn you
in tO CECoM and
get you fixed.

T

here are AN/UDR-13 radiacmeters in the field that have a software problem that
causes them to beep. That can be beeping bad news in a combat situation.
Here’s what CECOM wants you to do to weed out beeping beepers:
Turn in all AN/UDR-13s with serial numbers
Test all radiacmeters for beeping
from 6800C to 32855C. But don’t turn in any that
have an “F” at the beginning of the serial number.
They have been repaired and are OK.
Test all other AN/UDR-13s for beeping. Turn
them on away from a radiation source and let them
run for at least 20 minutes. Make sure the audio
indicator is turned on. If any beep, turn them in.
Active Army and Reserves should follow the
turn-in procedure in Ground Precautionary Action
2014-005 at:
https://cecomsafety.apg.army.mil/sfmessages2/
ARNG units should contact their surface maintenance manager for turn-in
instructions.
Marines should contact their local CBRN office.
For more information, contact CECOM’s Thomas Lamphear at DSN 648-1381,
(443) 395-1381, or email: thomas.m.lamphear.civ@mail.mil
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CAISI 2.0
Shifts to
Sustainment

Communications…
Good news,
Sergeant.
Now you can
order CAISI
components
through the
regular
supply
system.

Whew!
just in time…
’cause I think
this antenna’s
gone bad.

The Combat Service Support (CSS) Automated Information Systems Interface

(CAISI) 2.0, LINs A40443 and P99881, transitioned to hardware sustainment on
October 1, 2014.
On the same date, the following hardware items transitioned for sustainment to the
Communications-Electronics Command (CECOM) Life Cycle Management Command (LCMC):
• OL-701A/TYQ CAISI bridge module (CBM), NSN 5820-01-564-4845
• MK-2975/TYQ system support representative (SSR) accessory kit, NSN 5999-01-566-3094
• AB-1244/GRC-1 antenna mast kit, NSN 5985-01-616-6192.
This change also means that CAISI components are no longer available from the
Product Director, Defense Wide Transmission Systems (PD DWTS). However, PD DWTS is still
responsible for security accreditation and configuration management of the system.
Units, this also means you can now order replacement CAISI components through the
Army supply system. Turn in unserviceable equipment through normal supply channels.
If your unit needs a complete CAISI system, first check to see if transfer of excess is available
from other units or from an inactivating unit. If not, submit a requisition using the system
NSN. OL-701A/TYQ, NSN 5820-01-564-4845, is the stand-alone system.
Note that NSNs for the OL-701A/TYQ and MK-2975A/TYQ are CECOM-managed (B16),
except for the antenna mast cases. The antenna mast case NSNs are managed by the Defense
Logistics Agency (DLA).
The SSR accessory kit consists of two cases. The black CBM transit case (Case 1) serves as a
supply of backup spares; the SSR accessory case (Case 2) contains all the components needed
to configure, set up and test the system in the field.
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There
is no NSN
for the
individual

SSR

accessory
case.
but There
are two
options for
getting it…

• Submit a requisition through
the Army supply system for
the empty black case, NSN
5895-01-625-1982, and the
individual subcomponents;
or
• Submit a requisition request
for a complete SSR kit, NSN
5999-01-566-3094.

To
requisition
individual
CAISI
items,
use the
following
CAISI
hardware
componen
t
description
tables…

CAISI Bridge Module Kit
Item

NSN

Description

CAISI bridge module (CBM) processor group
signal data (CAISI 2.0) OL-701A/TYQ is
comprised of: One (1) CBM green transit
1
case (see list of subcomponents below), and
one (1) antenna mast case (see antenna
mast table for list of subcomponents).
CBM transit case (green) is comprised of:
2
Olive drab (OD) green transit case, empty
Antenna, (OD series) Omni antenna,
3
2.4-2.5 GHz 9 dBi
4
Antenna, 5-6 GHz, 9 dBi Omni antenna
Antenna, dual band 2.4-5.8 GHz antenna
5
(N-Male)
Processor, bridge (CBM radio ES520) with
6
mounting bracket
Power supply, (power over Ethernet [PoE])
7
injector assembly
8
Interface unit, data transfer (Zyxel switch)
Cable assembly, special purpose, electrical
9
Ethernet cable, 70 ft with reel
Cable assembly, special purpose, electrical
10
Ethernet cable, 3 ft
Parts kit, electronic equipment (3-ft and
11
30-ft grounding straps)
12
Hardware kit, mechanical equipment
13
Antenna, grid antenna 5.47-5.85 GHz, 26 dBi
14
Cable assembly, radio frequency (3 ft)
Cable assembly, special purpose, electrical
15
(RS-232 adapter with 3-ft Ethernet cable)
Antenna mast, AB-1244/GRC-1 (refer to
16
antenna mast table for specific components)

PS 748

PN

5820-01-564-4845

25627-08-001

5895-01-623-9736

25779-00-001

5985-01-623-9625

25553-08-001

5985-01-624-0481

25551-08-001

5985-01-624-0625

25712-08-001

5895-01-624-3728
5340-01-623-9914

25548-08-001
384-00004-01

6130-01-624-7200

25710-08-001

7025-01-623-9379

25549-08-001

5995-01-623-9746

25555-08-001

5995-01-623-9731

25556-08-001

5999-01-623-9721

25542-08-001

5340-01-623-9913
5985-01-623-9631
5995-01-623-9898

25635-08-001
25552-08-001
25554-08-001

5995-01-625-0099

02941-RJ45/DB9

5985-01-616-6192

AB-1244/GRC-1
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Antenna Mast, AB-1244A GRC-1

Accessory Kit, Electronics Equipment (SSR Kit)
Description

Item

Accessory kit, electronic equipment,
SSR accessory kit is comprised of:
1 CBM black transit case (See above CBM
table for list of subcomponents),
1 SSR accessory case (subcomponents listed
below), and 1 antenna mast case (see antenna
mast table for list of subcomponents).

NSN

PN

5999-01-566-3094

MK-2975A/TYQ

Black CBM transit case (complete) consists of the same subcomponents as listed above for the
CBM transit case on the CBM kit table, with the exception of the CBM transit case (green)
Black CBM transit case, empty
(replaces NSN 5895-01-623-9736,
green CBM transit case, empty)
SSR accessory case is comprised of:
Case, electronic communications equipment
1
(empty, black SSR accessory case)
2
Black transit case (for CBM kit)
Computer system, digital (notebook
3
computer), includes case, CAISI baseline DVD
and power cord/supply)
Cable assembly, special purpose,
4
14-ft electrical Ethernet cable
5
USB-serial converter cable
Processor, gateway (security gateway 5GT or
6
SSG5 router), includes power supply
Cable assembly, special purpose, electrical
7
(serial cable, 9 pin M-F)
Cable assembly, special purpose, electrical,
8
(RS-232 adapter with 3-ft Ethernet cable)
Cable assembly, special purpose,
9
6-ft electrical Ethernet cable
Cable assembly, special purpose,
10
3-ft electrical Ethernet cable
Modem, communications, digital subscriber
11
line (DSL) bridge includes power supply*
CAISI bridge module (CBM) processor group
12
signal data (CAISI 2.0) OL-701A/TYQ
(refer to CBM table for specific components)
Antenna mast, AB-1244/GRC-1 (refer to
13
antenna mast table for list of sub components)

5895-01-623-9751

25779-00-002

5895-01-625-1982

08508-100-DSI

5895-01-623-9751

25779-00-002

7010-01-625-2886

DELL-E6410

5995-01-625-1989

14FT-CAT5ERJ45

5995-01-625-2822

U209000R-B16

7025-01-625-1997

SSG5

5995-01-625-1995

25201DB9

5995-01-625-0099

02941-RJ45/DB9

5995-01-625-1999

6FT-CAT5ERJ45

5995-01-623-9731

25556-08-001

5895-01-625-1976

MM-300SBP

5820-01-564-4845

25627-08-001

5985-01-616-6192

AB-1244/GRC-1

*There are two DSL modem modules, MM-300SBP and MM-300SBP-G2, for the CAISI 2.0
system. The two models are not compatible with each other. If only one of the older models
(MM-300SBP, tan) requires replacement, then two of the newer DSLs modems (MM-300SBP-G2,
black) are issued in its place.  
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Description

Item

Antenna mast, AB-1244/GRC-1
Comprised of:
Carrying case
1
Lower mast sections
2
Upper mast adapter section (red ring)
3
Guy rope (red clips), 42-ft
4
Sledge hammer, 2.5 pounds
5
Strain relief clamp
6
Base plate pins
7
Guy ring (blue)
8
Guy ring (red)
8
Base plate
9
Mast base assembly
10
Guy stakes
11
Guy rope (blue clips), 36-ft
12
Lower mast adapter section (blue ring)
13
Upper mast sections
14
Mast section, 30-ft
15
(combines item numbers 2, 3, 13 and 14)
16
Reel unit for guy ropes
Power supply (UPS) 4 outlets
17
(replaces 6 outlet UPS)

NSN

PN

5985-01-616-6192

AB-1244/GRC-1

5985-01-072-4339
5985-01-324-3462
5985-01-326-5533
4010-01-072-4414
5120-00-203-4656
5975-00-563-0229
4030-01-072-8017
4030-01-074-7881
4030-01-072-8126
5985-01-127-2133
5985-01-324-3464
4030-01-073-6103
4010-01-072-4415
5985-01-327-1448
5985-01-324-3463

SM-D-944752
A3159892
A3159902
SM-D-659410-GP1
HM1
PF-211G
SC-B-729924
SM-B-659290-1
SM-B-659290-2
A3002872
A3159890
SM-C-659375
SM-D-659410-GP2
A3159895
A3159899

5985-01-324-3461

A3159889

8130-01-355-7616

SC-D-1064

6130-01-623-9753

25558-08-001

You can get more info on CAISI
operation, maintenance and repair parts,
and special tools in TM 11-5895-1897-13
and TM 11-5895-1897-23P. Get the TMs
from the PD DWTS website at:
https://peoeis.army.mil/csscomms
Click on the CAISI link, then go to
INFO CENTER in the left-hand column
and click on DOCUMENTS. Hot links to
the two manuals are under the Training
Documentation header.
For hardware questions, contact CECOM item Manager Rhonda
Hazelton at (443) 395-1192 or email: rhonda.j.hazelton2.civ@mail.mil
For CAISI questions other than requisitioning components or
systems, email Patrick Barnette at: patrick.b.barnette.civ@mail.mil
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Maintenance
Management…

LogistiCs

Check Out CMDP
Knowledge Center
The Command
Maintenance
Discipline
Program
(CMDP) went
into effect
in December
2013 with the
last major
revision of
DA Pam 750-1,
Commanders’
Maintenance
Handbook.

so Grab your CAC, stop
by the CMDP Knowledge
Center and load up on all
the maintenance-themed
treasures there. Visit…

Now there’s a single source for
maintenance best practices. At the

CMDP Knowledge Center, you’ll find…

• Best CMDP practices
• An overview of CMDP, including
-- Unit requirements
-- Regulatory guidance
-- Info on the Army Award for
Maintenance Excellence
• Commander/unit tools
-- Maintenance SOPs
-- Sample materiel readiness reports/
logistics readiness reports
• SAMS-E/GCSS-Army
-- 026/Equipment Status Report examples
-- Status code cheat sheets
• Links to maintenance messages, hot
topics, training and more.

https://www.us.army.mil/suite/page/693941

the Army is returning to a
focus on maintenance and the
Command Maintenance Discipline
Program is a good place to
start. Also, check out stories
about command emphasis on
maintenance practices.
PS 748
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Right Foundation for
Equipment Readiness

Dear Editor,
Back in 1985, when I was assigned to my first engineer unit at
Ft Benning, GA, I was part of an organization that I felt did company-level
motor stables the best way.
First, there was lots of command emphasis and presence, which I believe
is an essential foundation for building a good company maintenance
program.
Every Monday morning after PT, the first formation took place in the
motor pool. Then the whole company spent hours doing PMCS by the book.
If necessary, it lasted into the afternoon.
Squad leaders supervised the operators and platoon sergeants supervised
the squad leaders. The first sergeant and platoon leaders were always
present. Mechanics were required to be present as well, and the company
“assigned” them to the platoons so that the mechanics became familiar with
various equipment and personnel.
Once PMCS was done and the squad leaders and platoon sergeant
looked it over, the mechanics then tried to fix any problems with the help
of the operators. If they could not repair equipment on the spot, they did
troubleshooting and verified the faults with the operators’ help.
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Seems everything old is
eventually new again. That
includes the Army’s return
to old-school maintenance
standards.

Here are some
great suggestions
from Chief Keller
for getting back
to basics.

Here’s a list of what I think made this company’s maintenance successful:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Command emphasis
Command presence during the entire operation
Weekly time set aside for whole company participation
Mechanics and operators working side-by-side during PMCS
PMCS supervised by squad leaders or platoon sergeant
Faults quickly verified by maintenance personnel
Equipment assigned to primary and assistant operators
TMs and BII inventoried weekly, and secured by operators
This weekly meeting time was also used for training new Soldiers
on the equipment.

			
			
			
			

CW3 Timothy M. Keller
LANG-J8
GCSS-Army Transition Project Officer
Camp Beauregard, LA

Editor’s note: Excellent insights, Chief. Thanks for sharing your experience. We
agree that command emphasis plays a vital role in Army equipment readiness.
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step right up,
Soldier!
it’s time to find
out this Week’s
maintenance
focus on the…

In addition to performing the PMCS, here are some
examples of weekly focus areas for tactical vehicles:
• Lights
• Fluid level checks
• B II
• Fire extinguishers (include demonstration on
inspection/usage)
• Wipers
• AOAP samples (include sampling demonstration)
• Tires
• Gages and indicators
• Batteries
• Air filters (include cleaning demonstration)
• Lubrication instructions
Other equipment such as weapons, NVGs, radios,
generators and CBRN items can also be included in
weekly command maintenance focus areas.

PMCS Wheeeel
of Fortune!

		
		
		

speaking for
the editor, We
appreciate your
contribution, Chief
Taylor. A rotating
focus is a great
way to ensure no
equipment areas
are neglected!

CW4 Danny Taylor
Combined Arms Support Command (CASCOM)
Ft Lee, VA

Tagged for Creative PMCS
now that you’re all
here, the three areas
of emphasis for this
week’s PMCS will be…

Dear Editor,
As a former battalion maintenance officer (BMO), I’d like to share my
experience in striving for better PMCS.
Our battalion conducted weekly command maintenance formations and
events in the motor pool. All commanders, leaders and Soldiers were
required to be present–this was emphasized by the chain of command.
The BMO highlighted a particular PMCS focus area each week. This area
sometimes included a demonstration by maintainers or the BMO.
This focus area was also annotated on a memorandum and incorporated
into the maintenance SOP. Once the focus area was highlighted and
explained by maintenance personnel/BMO, leaders spot-checked their
personnel during the PMCS.
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Dear Editor,
My first CONUS duty station in 1992 was with the Service Battery, 3rd
Battalion, 41st Field Artillery, 24th Infantry Division (MECH) at Ft Stewart,
GA. The second battalion commander (BC) I served under had a process that
I’ve often used in my career, even now as the 41st Infantry Brigade Combat
Team (IBCT) BDE Maintenance Technician.
We performed motor stables every Monday morning. The entire battalion
marched to the motor pool, where the drive-through gate was closed behind
the last arriving battery. The BC addressed the battalion in formation
and announced three areas of emphasis for that week’s PMCS.

Click here for a copy of this article to save or email.
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The areas could be battery cables, CV boots, master cylinders, etc. During
the week prior, the BC conferred with the battalion motor sergeant and
battalion maintenance technician (BMT) to decide which three areas needed to
be addressed. The motor stables period was not finished until:
1. Each battery commander physically put their hands on each of
the three areas on every one of their vehicles, as applicable.
2. Every DA Form 5988-E (or 2404) was reviewed and turned into
the battery motor sergeant (BMS).

Hey I found
a shoe tag!

I got
one,
too!

Keep reading!

Additionally, the BMS and BMT placed a number of shoe tags in hard-to-see
areas on vehicles across the battalion. The shoe tags read, “When found return
to the BMS.” These tags could be turned in by the Soldiers for early release
that day or on Friday of that week as incentives for performing a proper PMCS.
The tags were hidden from direct view and might be attached to drive lines,
brake lines, inside engine compartments, etc. Only when Soldiers put their hands
on the item was the tag visible. Often the only way to see it at all was if they
were on their backs under their vehicles.
The BC and battalion command sergeant major also did spot-checks with
battery commanders, watched Soldiers perform PMCS, and demonstrated their
personal knowledge and proficiency where necessary.  
This whole process was done in a positive atmosphere that fostered teamwork, emphasized training to standards rather than time, and developed PMCS
skills. There was also emphasis on maintenance from the highest levels of the
command.
Even the Family Readiness Group benefited
Editor’s note: Thanks
by setting up a refreshment stand outside the
for sharing these unique
walk-through gate. No one was released from
pointers for tackling PMCS,
this maintenance period until the whole battery
Chief. We can imagine the
completed PMCS.  
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How to
Make
Binders
for PS!
o

What’s up with
the shoe tags?

CW4 Ron Higginbotham, OD
BDE Maintenance Technician, 41 IBCT
Field Maintenance Manager, ORARNG

at
last!

ne cool fact about PS Magazine’s size is that it fits in a cargo pocket. But an
unconventional pub size like PS can also make it harder to organize back issues.
Some of you asked us if there’s a way you can put together a tidy PS back issue
collection. Yes! It takes a little elbow grease, but the end result is worth it. This way
you don’t have to punch holes in the magazine and risk losing info.
First, grab some three-ring, loose-leaf binders. You can local purchase ’em or
order 5 1/2-in x 8 1/2-in binders with NSN 7510-00-187-6486. This size is a good fit
for PS and each binder holds 6 copies.
Next, make your own PS holders using file dividers, NSN 7530-00-988-6515.
Here’s how: • For each issue, cut a 1 3/4 x 8-in strip from a divider.
• Punch three holes along one side of the strip and cut a 7 1/4-in slot
along the other side.
• Slip the magazine through the slot.
8”
1 1/4”

/”

3 8

2 3/4”

2 3/4”

1 1/4”

/”

7 8

1 3/4”

/”

1 4

7 1/4”

/”

/”

3 8

Now that’s
a nifty
solution!

Easter egg hunt kind of
excitement those time-off
tags must have generated.

3 8

Do you
have other
ideas for
organizing
PS back
issues?

Send us your suggestions at:
usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil
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Spotlight on Brigade
Maintenance Meetings

Here are some
suggestions for
holding effective
maintenance
meetings…

I second that.
But getting
back into the
maintenance
rhythm is harder
than I thought
it would be.
Wonder why?
sure is
good to
be home,
ortiz!

• Time. Meeting time should be set based on supply and

maintenance data processing windows, so everyone has
the most current 026 report (maintenance summary.) Try to
use a 026 printout that’s less than 8 hours old. The meeting
should also finish on time so that critical class IX parts can
be placed on the evening logistics package (LOGPAC).
• Location. Choose a regular meeting place so everyone
knows where to meet. Hold the meeting where attendees
can conduct other business, like the brigade support area.
• Agenda. Post an agenda that supports the commander’s
priorities for the next mission and focuses on building
combat power. The agenda should include any info
attendees need to brief, such as the number of systems on
hand versus the number of systems fully mission capable,
and the number and status of deadlined systems.
• Attendees. The brigade combat team (BCT) executive
officer (XO) should chair maintenance meetings. Then
the commander’s standards can be enforced on those who
don’t attend or who show up unprepared. The support
operations officer should take action on shortcomings
identified in the meeting.

Maybe because regular
maintenance meetings
got left behind when
your unit deployed.
Getting everyone
back on the same page
will help, because
communication is key!

in the
midst of
deployments
over the
years, some
good habits
also got
left behind.

PS 748

Many units are
back home and
it’s a great
time to revisit
some worthwhile
traditions, like
regular brigade
maintenance
meetings.
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Other participants should include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

battalion maintenance officer
materiel management center rep
brigade S-4 or rep
brigade support battalion shop officer
logistics assistance officers
combat service support automation
management officer

• BCT Army Oil Analysis Program rep
• each battalion or task force XO or
shop officer
• separate company XOs and/or
motor sergeants
• supply support activity (SSA)
officer in charge

Click here for a copy of this article to save or email.
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To make sure everyone is prepared, hold a pre-maintenance meeting with…
…the maintenance
officer…

…the materiel
management
center rep…

…shop oFficers…

…and
the SSA
officer.

Connie's
Po s t
Scr i pts

Nab Updated Propellant Pub
Units, be sure you’ve got the latest version of the Propellant Management
Guide (Jun 14). The guide gives info and methods for safe, efficient storage
and management of propellants and propelling charges. It’s an official
supplement to SB 742-1, Ammunition Surveillance Procedures, and other
TMs. Download it at: https://www.milsuite.mil/book/docs/DOC-127061#

M240L Can Be Mounted
on HMMWVs
The pre-maintenance meeting is the time to…
scrub
the 026
printout.

review the
status of the
non-stockage
parts required.

review jobs that need
support work orders
and identify units
that need maintenance
reinforcement.

identify
critical
Class IX
parts
awaiting
pickup
and
identify
required
Class IX
parts
available
on the
authorized
stockage
list.

Units are now authorized to mount the M240L
machine gun on M1151A1 and M1114 HMMWVs.
To mount it on the M1151A1, you’ll need the
objective gunner protection kit, NSN 2540-01558-5467.
For the M1114, use the objective gunner
protection kit, NSN 2540-01-543-8325.

The contract specifies
who will take certain
actions, when those
actions should be
completed, and who will
report their status.

Not every issue requires a
contract—only those requiring
actions beyond normal, dayto-day operations.

Found a mistake in an Army pub or
form? You can submit a DA Form 2028,
Recommended Changes To Publications
And Blank Forms, right to the Army
Publishing Directorate (APD). Fill out the
requested info and press the “Send
Form” button. APD will forward it to the
right place. http://www.apd.army.mil/

ROUNDS PROHIBITED IN LIVE FIRE SHOOT HOUSES
Because of their increased velocity, it may be unsafe to train with 5.56mm 855A1 and 7.62mm
M80A1 rounds in live fire shoot houses (LFSH). There is the possibility these rounds could
penetrate LFSH walls. The Army is studying the danger, but until they reach a conclusion, don’t
train with 855A1 and M80A1 rounds in LFSH. Use only M80 live ball-M855, M862 5.56mm M1037
ball short range training ammunition, M862 plastic and 7.62mm M973/M974 linked 4 ball/1
tracer, or close combat mission capability kit low-velocity marking ammo.

Black Hawk Engine Accessory
Gearbox Seal Kits
Finally, a
contract, or
closed loop
reporting
system, is a
must.

One-Stop 2028 Drop

If you’re looking for the replacement accessory
gearbox seal kits for your Black Hawk’s T700-GE
accessory engine, use these NSNs:
• 5330-01-599-8970 (Axis B)
• 5330-01-599-8971 (Axis E)
• 5330-01-548-7875 (Axis G)

GCSS-Army Reminder
Remember to check the GCSS-Army
website for alerts, updated fielding and
training schedules and other important
info. Visit: https://gcss.army.mil/
Or sign up to get automatic notifications at:
https://gcss.army.mil/
Support/register.aspx

DISTRIBUTION: To be distributed in accordance with the initial distribution number (IDN) 345239, requirements for the TB 43-PS-Series.

Got PS?

Units, in addition to restarting maintenance meetings, make sure your
PS subscription is still active, too. Find out how to get Army pubs at:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2014/734/734-50-53.pdf
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You Can’t Take
the Commander
Out of Command
Maintenance!
As a Corps commander in 1952, Major
General I.D. White was right, maintenance
is a responsibility of command.
Now, after
nearly a
decade of
war, the Army
is returning
to individual
and unit
maintenance
as its
standard and
the message
remains true.
maintenance
is a command
responsibility.
Commanders,
if you are to
maintain high
equipment
readiness
states and yet
judiciously
manage your
maintenance
budgets, you
must be both
interested
in and
involved with
maintenance.
You must invest
the time and
the will to
ensure that
preventive
maintenance
tasks are
done well.

Preventive Maintenance…
A Command Responsibility
“Preventive Maintenance is not
a modern invention. Commanders
have always been charged with
insuring that all elements of their
commands, human and material,
be ready and able to accomplish
an assigned task. This can be done
in only one way—by everlasting
interest of every member of the
chain of command—in short, by
recognizing that maintenance is
not the job of the technician, important as he may be, but the job
of the commander. PM is a command responsibility.”
Major General I.D. White
Commanding 10th Corps
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